Assessment of the central chemosensitivity in man under transient or progressive hypercapnia.
In healthy man, the central chemosensitivity to CO2 was studied after depression of the arterial chemoreflex drive by inhalation of pure oxygen. The effectiveness of the functional decrease of arterial chemoreceptor function was assessed by the delayed hyperventilation which followed transient inhalation of hypercapnic gas mixtures for 3 or 5 breaths in hyperoxic conditions. In such a case the first significant increase in tidal volume (VT) occurred 13.9 +/- 3.2 (SE) sec later than the early change in this variable measured in normoxic conditions. The stimulus strength was estimated by the change in CO2 partial pressure in end-tidal alveolar gas (delta PETCO2). The central chemosensitivity (SCO2), defined as the ratio between change in ventilation (delta V) and delta PETCO2, was assessed either by transient inhalation of gas mixtures containing 5 to 8% CO2 in pure O2 ("varying transients") or by progressive hypercapnia (rebreathing in pure O2). In both cases, the first significant change in ventilation was due to an increase in VT, but, for a given delta PETCO2, VT changes were higher during rebreathing than after transient hypercapnia; (2) The respiratory frequency (fR) was progressively enhanced during rebreathing (shortening of expiratory duration in all cases and of inspiratory time in some subjects) but the ventilatory rhythm diminished after transient stimulation as soon as delta PETCO2 reached one kPa, and this was due to an increase in inspiratory duration; (3) The associated changes in VT and fR during rebreathing could explain that SCO2 values given by this method were 5.2 times greater than after transient hypercapnia ("varying tests"). The differences are discussed in terms of, (1) isolated changes in arterial PCO2 or associated decrease in pH of the cerebrospinal fluid; (2) changes in brain blood flow, and (3) stimulation of lung stretch receptors by the important increase in VT during rebreathing.